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ABSTRACT 
Personal informatics systems are tools that capture, aggregate and analyse data from            
distinct facets of their users’ lives. This paper adopts a mixed methods approach to              
understand the problem of information overload in personal informatics systems. We           
report findings from a three-month study in which twenty participants collected           
multifaceted personal tracking data and used a system called ‘Exist’ to reveal statistical             
correlations within their data. We explore the challenges that participants faced in            
reviewing the information presented by Exist, and we identify characteristics that           
exemplify “interesting” correlations. Based on these findings, we develop automated          
filtering mechanisms that aim to prevent information overload and support users in            
extracting interesting insights. Our approach deals with information overload by          
reducing the number of correlations shown to users by ~55% on average, and increases              
the percentage of displayed correlations rated as interesting to ~81%, representing a 34             
percentage point improvement over filters that only consider statistical significance at           
p<0.05. We demonstrate how this curation can be achieved using objective data            
harvested by the system, including the use of Google Trends data as a proxy for               
subjective user interest. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
With many personal tracking technologies becoming mainstream consumer products         
or services, millions of people are now engaging in the collection of data about their               
lives. Personal informatics (PI) systems, which allow users to explore and analyse this             
data, have been shown to provide value in a variety of life settings, from supporting               
reminiscence (Cosley ​et al.​ , 2009; Elsden, Kirk & Durrant, 2015) to managing chronic             
medical conditions (Huckvale, Car, Morrison & Car, 2012; Karkar ​et al.​ , 2015).            
Typically, systems for collecting and analysing personal tracking data focus on a            
particular life ​facet​ , a single aspect of a person’s life (e.g. health, wellbeing, or              
productivity), within which a user may have general interests or specific goals for             
understanding, monitoring or changing their behaviour. Recent studies have         
demonstrated that systems which extend personal tracking across multiple facets can lead            
to “holistic engagement with one's life” (Li, Forlizzi & Dey, 2010) and may foster              
sustained engagement with tracking technologies (Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013). These          
multifaceted systems are capable of providing insights into the associations between           
distinct aspects of a person’s behaviour and activities (Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013). For             
example, combining data from physical activity trackers with self-reported measures of           
daily mood might expose the relationship between exercise and a person's mental            
wellbeing.  
A growing number of mainstream personal informatics systems are now adopting a            
multifaceted configuration, capitalising on increased public interest in aggregating and          
analysing personal tracking data from diverse sources. Popular examples include Exist ​,           1
TicTrac ​, Zenobase ​, and Gyroscope ​. Each of these systems uses statistical analysis to            2 3 4
explore the relationships among different sources of personal data, presenting results           
back to users in the form of data visualisations (e.g. scatter plots or line graphs), or                
natural language statements summarising statistical correlations, e.g. “you get more sleep           
when you do more exercise”. The main benefits of such systems are twofold; first, they               
simplify the management of data by processing it within a single repository, and second,              
they automate the analysis of data to provide users with holistic insights that they could               
not easily derive themselves.  
We suggest that the increasing ease with which diverse data can be aggregated and              
analysed by multifaceted PI systems facilitates exploratory use, whereby users do not            
necessarily collect data to address pre-defined goals or questions. Rather, these systems            
reduce the effort required to integrate and analyse any available data, allowing users to              
see if the system’s output yields valuable and meaningful insights. While the benefits of              
1 https://exist.io 
2 https://tictrac.com 
3 https://zenobase.com 
4 https://gyrosco.pe 
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multifaceted PI systems have been widely discussed in academic literature (e.g. Li ​et al.​ ,              
2010; Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013; Rooksby, Rost, Morrison & Chalmers, 2014), little work has              
focused on identifying and addressing problems that users face when using multifaceted            
PI systems in this way, and exploring the outputs that they produce.  
We contend that there are ​two unexplored issues that arise as a result of the diversity                
and quantity of data that users can provide to multifaceted PI systems. First, users may               
find it difficult to review the output of PI systems due to the sheer volume of correlations                 
presented, potentially giving rise to problems associated with information overload. As           
an example, a tool that explores pairwise correlations among 20 variables has the             
potential to report up to 190 relationships (Jones, 2015). We argue that making sense of               
many novel and potentially unanticipated observations is likely to require significant           
cognitive effort. Thus, there is a need to understand how we can support users in making                
sense of this data and how we can help them to easily identify information that is of                 
value, given the context of exploratory use, i.e. that which is driven by the goal of                
procuring interesting outputs rather than specific relationships. 
This gives rise to a second issue in that it is not clear what outputs users deem to be                   
either valuable or interesting, particularly in the context of exploratory use. Previous            
studies have shown that some results of automated analysis by PI systems are considered              
more useful than others, and that ‘obvious’ observations offer little value to users             
(Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013; Jones, 2015). Bentley ​et al. (2013) describe an ‘obvious’             
observation as one which “simply made sense with [users’] lives, whether they had             
previously considered it or not”, e.g. “being happier on weekends”. They recommended            
that systems in this domain should allow users to hide observations that are ‘too              
obvious’, and automatically prioritise information that users might find less obvious. 
A common approach to the automatic prioritisation or filtering of information is to             
use machine learning (Witten & Frank, 2005), which is prevalent in applications such as              
recommender systems (Ricci, Rokach & Shapira, 2011). However, automatically         
filtering results which are of most interest to the user remains an open challenge in PI                
systems. With a high number of potential outputs and a context that lacks specific goals,               
it may not be easy to determine what users want to see. We argue that addressing this                 
challenge is increasingly important given the rise of personal tracking as a mainstream             
activity. Hence, this paper aims to support the task of presenting users with interesting              
insights by developing a technical intervention that automatically filters information on           
the basis of its ​Interestingness to the user, thus mitigating the likelihood of information              
overload and improving user experience with PI systems. 
1.1. Overview of the Paper 
This paper adopts a mixed methods approach to understand and alleviate the            
problem of information overload in a multifaceted personal informatics system via           
automated filtering on the basis of user interest. We seek to address the following              
research questions:  
(RQ1) What do users find interesting within the correlational outputs from their personal             
data, given the context of exploratory use?  
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(RQ2) How can we algorithmically curate interesting insights and alleviate information           
overload for users?  
We present findings from a 3-month study of Exist, a commercial tool designed for              
the aggregation and analysis of multifaceted personal data. Participants in the study            
provided Exist with diverse personal data, comprising daily measures of physical           
activity, sleep, productivity and distraction, mood, calendar events, social media          
interactions, music listening and local weather conditions. 
Qualitative analyses are used to investigate participants’ experiences with the Exist           
output. We find that, when viewing their personal data for the first time, participants              
encounter a range of issues that we interpret as related to information overload. We              
consider how such overload might be alleviated by filtering information outputs on the             
basis of interestingness, and participants’ comments allow us to identify six features that             
initially characterise “interesting” outputs. These include the extent to which correlations           
are surprising, easy to deduce, unique, matched to a user’s expectations, supportive of             
practical action, or pertinent to the individual’s aims in understanding their life. 
Quantitative approaches are used to investigate users’ subjective ratings of the Exist            
output, accounting for dimensions that include how interesting, accurate, novel, stable,           
surprising, unique, useful and positively/negatively valenced the insights are. We find           
that participants were more likely to rate correlations as interesting when they were seen              
to be surprising or useful; when they presented between- rather than within- data             
category relationships (i.e were multifaceted rather than unifaceted); when they were not            
associated with uninteresting data categories (e.g. weather); or when they exhibited low            
p-values (high confidence). These findings support our use of supervised machine           
learning to automate the filtering of outputs on the basis of interestingness, thereby             
reducing overload on the user. Our approach reduces the number of correlations shown             
to users by ~55% on average, and increases the percentage of interesting correlations             
within this output to ~81% (which represents a 34 percentage point improvement over             
filters that only consider statistical significance at p<0.05). In lieu of subjective data from              
users, we show how such curation can be achieved by drawing on measures of              
‘Interestingness’ from data mining research and contextual data from external sources,           
including search term popularity from Google Trends. 
This paper aims to build on previous work which has indicated the prospective             
value of, and desire for, multifaceted personal informatics systems (e.g. Bentley ​et al.​ ,             
2013), but which has not explored the aforementioned challenges associated with their            
use in great depth. The contributions of this paper include new insights into the              
challenges of sensemaking and information overload in personal informatics systems; an           
understanding of the value that multifaceted systems provide, including what constitutes           
interesting information in this context; and objective data that can be used to drive              
filtering mechanisms that may prevent information overload in future PI systems. 
2. BACKGROUND 
In this section we discuss previous research in personal informatics in order to situate our               
contributions. We also explore information overload in the field of Human-Computer           
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Interaction, with a view to understanding its relevance as a potential design problem for              
multifaceted PI systems. We conclude by examining the use of information filtering as a              
mechanism for dealing with information overload.  
2.1. Personal Informatics Systems  
Recent technological advances have made it easier to engage in digitised tracking of             
biological, physical, behavioural, and environmental data (Swan, 2013). Millions of          
people are now equipped with tracking technologies via smartphones with integrated           
sensors, and which function as signal receivers for a growing range of data-logging             
devices. A growing body of research in the area of human activity recognition is              
continuously advancing our ability to recognise and quantify many everyday activities           
across many facets of life (Lara & Labrador, 2013), from general fitness and lifestyle              
(McGrath & Scanaill, 2013) to acute healthcare and rehabilitation (Patel, Park, Bonato,            
Chan & Rodgers, 2012).  
Access to automatically captured behaviour data increases the potential for latent           
patterns and signals to be discovered and used to inform future actions (Shah, 2015).              
Personal Informatics systems aim to support users in exploring this data for gaining self              
knowledge and enhancing self reflection (Li, Forlizzi & Dey, 2010). While the notion of              
leading a “data-driven life” (Wolf, 2010) has often been associated with the specialist             
demographic of “quantified selfers” (Choe ​et al.​ , 2014), the use of PI systems is now               
growing amongst mainstream technology users. Choe ​et al. (2014) reported that the most             
common motivation for self-tracking is to improve health and other aspects of life (e.g.              
to find a balanced lifestyle, or cure or manage a health condition). 
Li, Dey & Forlizzi (2010) presented a model of the stages involved in the use of PI                 
systems. In the first stage, ​preparation​ , individuals establish which data they require and             
identify suitable tools to support the data ​collection​ stage. The ​integration stage then             
involves combining and transforming data such that it can be processed in the subsequent              
reflection​ stage. During reflection, people explore, interpret and consider insights          
provided by the data. This underpins the ​action stage, in which people take courses of               
action based on the knowledge they have gained. This model has been used to support               
identification and categorisation of problems that users experience when interacting with           
PI systems. For example, the stage of ​reflection can be hampered by time constraints and               
poor visual representation of data (Tollmar, Bentley & Viedma, 2012; Cuttone, Petersen            
& Larsen, 2014; Chung, Cook, Bales, Zia & Munson, 2015). 
Li ​et al. (2011) identified six categories of question to which people seek answers              
from their data during ​reflection​ , and suggested that systems should tailor their features             
to support users for each category accordingly. These categories include: ​goals​ , ​status​ ,            
and ​discrepancies (e.g. how much physical activity should I be doing today, have I              
currently done enough, and how much more should I do to meet my goal?); ​history and                
trends (e.g. how much physical activity did I do last month, and how has this amount                
changed over time?); as well as ​context and ​factors (e.g. in what circumstances did I do                
the most physical activity, and what factors affect my tendency to do physical activity?). 
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Questions relating to ​context and ​factors logically require a multifaceted approach           
to tracking, whereby supplementary streams of data can provide contextual information           
and insight into factors that affect, or are affected by, certain behaviours (Li ​et al.​ , 2011).                
A number of researchers have built systems that correlate distinct sources of personal             
data, enabling users to obtain meaningful and practical inferences from the data. For             
example, Kay ​et al. (2012) developed the Lullaby system to capture environmental            
information, e.g. sound, light and temperature, to help users understand the factors            
affecting the quality of their sleep. Li (2011) used contextual information to improve             
awareness of factors affecting physical activity, and Bentley ​et al. (2013) built the ​Health              
Mashups​  system to identify connections between health and wellbeing factors. 
It is commonly suggested within the quantified self research community that           
tracking is most interesting and useful when it takes a holistic view of a user’s life (e.g.                 
Dingler, Sahami & Henze, 2014). Haddadi & Brown (2014) suggest that the ability to              
relate data across different facets is likely to result in more “appealing inferences” for              
users, and increase engagement in collecting and using personal data. Bentley ​et al.             
(2013) showed that revealing correlations between wellbeing factors did indeed result in            
increased user engagement in their Health Mashups system. The insights generated were            
highly variable between individuals, but complex relationships were easily         
understandable when represented as natural language statements. 
Despite the benefits of a multifaceted approach to tracking, Li ​et al. (2012)             
identified that, typically, mainstream personal informatics tools are uni-faceted,         
functioning as stand-alone trackers of atomic behaviours. Users of uni-faceted systems           
are faced with the task of piecing together fragmented information from disparate            
sources if they wish to understand the effects of different factors on their behaviour (Li ​et                
al.​ , 2010). Multifaceted data aggregation and analytics systems eliminate the need to            
hold information in memory to make comparisons and perform multivariate analysis.           
Variables can be viewed in the context of others, and relationships, such as correlations,              
between distinct aspects can be uncovered within a single system. 
Although data aggregation and analysis tools have been explored in previous           
research, there remain a number of open research questions and design challenges            
associated with this type of multifaceted PI tool. For example, several researchers            
question the best way to represent correlations to users, particularly to those who may be               
less familiar with data analysis (Choe, Lee & Schraefel, 2015). Others describe how             
inaccuracies in tracking data may affect the reliability of the insights that are provided              
(Rapp & Cena, 2014). We wish to focus on information overload as an additional              
challenge and open issue in personal informatics research. 
2.2. Information Overload Challenges in HCI  
Information overload has long been recognised as a potential problem for the design             
of interactive computing technologies (e.g. Hiltz & Turoff, 1985) and has been noted as a               
recurring issue for users of IT systems (Bawden & Robinson, 2008). While there is no               
universally accepted definition of information overload, Eppler & Mengis (2004) state           
that, in everyday terms, overload relates to the experience of “receiving too much             
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information” (p. 326). The notion that an individual can receive ‘too much’ information             
is premised on a vision of the human information-processing system as a limited capacity              
resource. Reflecting this, Galbraith (1974) states that information overload occurs when           
the information-processing requirements of a task exceed the information-processing         
capacity available to an individual. Eppler & Mengis (2004) note that historical research             
interest in information overload stems from a desire to understand how a person’s             
performance varies in line with the amount of information to which he or she is exposed.                
This has been characterised as an inverted U-curve in which there is a “sweet spot”               
between the amount of information presented to an individual and the decisions made             
based on that information; adding information beyond the sweet spot causes overload            
and a decrease in the quality of decision-making (Chewning & Harrell, 1990). In general,              
information overload characterises situations in which receiving information becomes a          
hindrance, despite the information being potentially relevant and useful to the task at             
hand (Bawden & Robinson, 2009). 
The experience of overload is thought to be affected by the time available to an               
individual (Schick, Gordon & Haka, 1990) as well as qualitative properties of the             
information that needs to be processed (Eppler & Mengis, 2004). For example, the             
degree of novelty, ambiguity, uncertainty, intensity, or complexity of information can           
either reduce or amplify the experience of overload (Schneider, 1987). Keller and Staelin             
(1987) also cite the “usefulness” of the information as impacting overload (p. 202). 
In general, information overload is problematic because it has been associated with            
diminished reasoning ability and decision quality, poorer memory recall and feelings of            
confusion, stress, and anxiety (Schick, Gordon & Haka, 1990). Various attention deficit            
problems are thought to be associated with information overload. One such example is             
continuous partial attention​ (Stone, 2008), whereby users pay superficial attention to a            
wide assortment of information and do not give their full attention to any single piece of                
information. A further example is ​attention deficit trait​ (Hallowell, 2005), a           
distractibility and impatience due to excessive mental stimuli. 
In the context of Human-Computer Interaction, problems of information overload          
are known to detract from positive user experiences with interactive systems, resulting in             
frustration, dissatisfaction, and a lack of user engagement (Koroleva, Krasnova &           
Günther 2010). For example, recent research has addressed issues of overload in social             
media applications such as Facebook and Twitter, where status and information streams            
threaten to become overwhelming to users (Koroleva, Krasnova & Günther, 2010;           
Bernstein ​et al.​ , 2010), and in email communication systems (Dabbish, 2005), where            
overload is related to increased stress and decreased job satisfaction (Mano & Mesch,             
2010). However, few studies have examined issues of information overload in           
multifaceted personal informatics systems, despite anecdotal evidence that it may present           
a problem. For example, Choe ​et al. (2014) reported that “quantified selfers were often              
too ambitious” and “tried to track too many things”, which resulted in ‘tracking fatigue’              
and failure to effectively analyse and make sense of the data collected. 
An additional challenge imposed by information overload in PI systems is that it             
may become difficult—or perhaps even impossible—to engage in sensemaking of one’s           
data. Broadly, sensemaking pertains to finding meaning in a situation (Paul & Morris,             
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2009). In HCI, it refers to the cognitive act of understanding information (Whittaker,             
2008). Although several detailed models of sensemaking have been proposed, (e.g.           
Russell, Stefik, Pirolli & Card, 1993; Weick, 1995; Lee ​et al.​ , 2016), the act of               
sensemaking can generally be characterised as a process which involves searching for            
and creating structures and representations in information, organising and encoding the           
information to place new knowledge in the context of what is already known, modifying              
representations, and consuming information for use in performing a task. Models often            
emphasise that sensemaking is an iterative process, whereby information processing may           
occur repeatedly until sensemaking is successful. Hence, the act of sensemaking is also             
characterised as explicit and effortful (Mamykina, Smaldone & Bakken, 2015). Previous           
work has shown that sensemaking can become more difficult in situations of overload, or              
when information is unfamiliar and appears in large quantities. For example, Kelly &             
Payne (2014) reported that users of a system designed for collaborative information            
seeking struggled to make sense of search returns due to the sheer volume of pages               
gathered and the presence of large amounts of irrelevant content. Similarly, Lee ​et al.              
(2016) found that, in a qualitative study of various information visualisations, users often             
‘floundered’ when trying to make sense of visual representations that were unfamiliar. 
The recurring nature of information overload-related challenges in HCI provides          
reason to believe that similar challenges are likely to affect the use of multifaceted PI               
systems, particularly given the likelihood that these systems involve the presentation of            
large volumes of information that is novel to the user and requires effort to interpret and                
understand. 
2.3. Strategies for Dealing with Information Overload 
The most simple strategies for dealing with information overload are those of            
information avoidance (Sweeny, Melnyk, Miller & Shepperd, 2010) and ​information          
withdrawal (Savolainen, 2007), whereby information is simply ignored, or only a limited            
number of sources are considered. These strategies are affectively oriented, guided by            
individuals’ adverse emotional responses to excessive information (Savolainen, 2007).         
More sophisticated strategies for dealing with overload can also be adopted. For            
example, ​queueing​ , where information is considered in smaller chunks at intervals, and            
satisficing​ (Schwartz ​et al.​ , 2002), whereby only a small amount of information is             
examined, on the basis that it provides just enough information to meet a need. Phillips,               
& Battaglia (2003) discuss an alternative approach: that of training sensemaking skill,            
which focuses on enhancing recipients’ information processing capabilities, rather than          
altering the information presented, such that they become better equipped to deal with             
information, even when its quantity may be challenging. 
The most commonly adopted approach for overcoming information overload,         
however, is to apply information filtering (Hanani, Shapira & Shoval, 2001). Filters are             
intended to determine whether information is relevant to the user according to some             
scheme of priorities, and weed out information that is presumed to be irrelevant.             
Examples of information filters can be found in many everyday applications, including            
Internet search results, social media content (Rader & Gray, 2015), personal email, and             
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news. All share the goal of automatically redirecting user attention to the most valuable              
information and using their limited time effectively (Hanani ​et al.​ , 2001).  
Information filtering relates to a variety of processes that involve the selection,            
omission or ranking of information for people who need it (Belkin & Croft, 1992). It is                
most commonly used to support the management of large information flows and to             
expose users to only the information that is relevant to them (Hanani, Shapira & Shoval,               
2001). Previous research has distinguished between ​active filtering systems, which          
actively seek information that is likely to be of interest to a user, and ​passive systems,                
which omit irrelevant items from incoming streams of information (​Shapira, Hanani,           
Raveh & Shoval, 1997​).  
In the context of personal informatics, Li ​et al. (2010)​ note that systems must strike               
a balance between automatic and manual data processing, so as to alleviate demands on              
users, whilst allowing control to remain with the user. Hence, information filtering in this              
context should also seek to find a balance between reducing explicit user input and              
maximising the accuracy of representations of users’ interests. 
Interestingness Measures 
In terms of understanding the characteristics of the information that is processed,             
Interestingness measures have played a key role in previous data mining and information             
filtering systems (Geng & Hamilton, 2006). These measures are intended to support the             
identification of general features and patterns in terms of their potential interest to users,              
across a wide variety of information types and contexts. Interestingness measures can be             
used to prune uninteresting patterns or actively select interesting patterns so as to reduce              
the information space (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994). 
Although much work has been conducted in this area, there is currently no             
widespread agreement on a formal definition of interestingness. Geng & Hamilton           
(2006) argue that it is best treated as a broad concept that encapsulates a variety of                
measures that include ​conciseness​ , ​coverage​ , ​reliability​ , ​peculiarity​ , ​diversity​ , ​novelty​ ,         
surprisingness​ , ​utility​ , and ​actionability​ . In a review of previous data mining literature,            
they provide a comprehensive summary of objective measures which capture particular           
aspects of interestingness. For example, peculiarity measures account for patterns that           
are infrequent and significantly different from the rest of the data (Zhong ​et al. 2003),               
and which may be unknown to the user, hence interesting. It is widely accepted that no                
single measure is superior to all others, or suitable for all applications. 
2.4. Summary and Research Questions 
Personal Informatics systems allow people to collect and process diverse personal           
data about themselves. As with other interactive systems that present streams of novel             
and complex data, PI tools have the potential to create situations of information overload.              
In the present work, we aim to understand information overload in the use of Exist and                
explore information filtering as a way of negating overload in PI systems more generally.  
Our first research question (RQ1: What do users find interesting within the            
correlational outputs from their personal data, given the context of exploratory use?)            
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seeks to derive criteria upon which information may be filtered. Building on prior data              
mining research (e.g. Geng & Hamilton, 2006), we focus on qualities that make             
particular correlations ​Interesting as a way of determining what is likely to be valuable to               
users during initial, exploratory use of a PI system. This leads to our second research               
question (RQ2: How can we algorithmically curate interesting insights and alleviate           
information overload for users?), which is intended to result in better user experiences by              
providing a practical approach to selecting interesting information for presentation to           
users of PI systems. 
3. EXIST USER STUDY 
To address our research questions we designed a three-month study which would            
allow us to collect personal tracking data from a diverse set of participants, reveal              
statistical correlations between different facets of their data, and investigate challenges           
associated with exploration of this correlational information. We focus on Exist because            
it exemplifies a growing number of popular personal informatics systems that process            
varied, multifaceted personal data. Furthermore, Exist incorporates and expands upon          
many features present in systems put forward by the research community, e.g. the             
Health Mashups (Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013) and Mobile Health Mashups (Tollmar, Bentley &             
Viedma, 2012) systems. We use Exist to address the broader question of what constitutes              
interesting correlational information, as well as how one might filter this information on             
the basis of interestingness. These are issues that are likely to apply to any PI system.                
However, we recognise that some design features of Exist may contribute to a user’s              
experience of information overload. We attempt to account for the particulars of its             
design in our study and analysis of results, such that our results can be extrapolated to                
other systems that have been the focus of researchers’ interest in the personal informatics              
literature. Finally, from a pragmatic point of view, Exist permits full API access to user               
data, allowing us to use it as a ready-made tool for data collection. 
3.1. Exist Features and Functionality 
Exist is a commercial tool designed for the aggregation and analysis of data from a               
range of personal tracking technologies. ​It is a typical example of a multifaceted PI              
system in that it aggregates data from multiple self-tracking services and discovers            
statistical correlations present within the data. The service presents correlational          
information to its users as graphical visualisations and natural language statements (see            
Figure 2), e.g. ‘You’re more productive when you have more events’, or ‘You have a               
better mood when you listen to more music’.  
The Exist platform advertises itself as a general tool to “track everything in one              
place” and “understand your life” (Exist, 2016), and, like many other personal            
informatics systems, enables exploratory use, whereby users can volunteer as much data            
as possible in order to see if interesting insights emerge. The developers of Exist reported               
having 581 active users at the end of 2015 (Hello Code, 2015), each paying a monthly                
subscription fee of $6 USD.  
Figure 1. Data Categories and Attributes Integrated with Exist 
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Data Category Attribute Description Tracking Technology 
Weekday day_of_week Weekend or Weekday n/a 
Events events 
events_duration 
Number of events in current day calendar schedule 
Duration of events in current day calendar schedule 
Google Calendar / 
iCal 
Mood mood_score Mood rating for the day, 1=Terrible, 5=Perfect Exist 
Music tracks Number of tracks scrobbled by Last.fm Last.fm 
Physical Activity steps 
steps_active_min 
steps_distance 
Number of steps taken 
Number of minutes spent being physically active 
Distance walked 
Fitbit 
Productivity distracting_min 
neutral_min 
productive_min 
Number of mins. spent using ‘distracting’ apps/websites 
Number of mins. spent using ‘neutral’ apps/websites 
Number of mins. spent using ‘productive’ apps/websites 
RescueTime 
Sleep sleep 
sleep_start 
sleep_awakenings 
sleep_end 
time_in_bed 
Number of minutes spent sleeping 
Time of sleep 
Number of awakenings during sleep 
Time of awakening 
Total number of minutes spent in bed 
Fitbit 
Social Media instagram_comments 
instagram_likes 
instagram_posts 
tweets 
twitter_mentions 
Number of comments received on Instagram posts 
Number of likes received on Instagram posts 
Number of posts made on Instagram 
Number of tweets made on Twitter 
Number of mentions received on Twitter 
Twitter / 
Instagram 
Weather weather_cloud_cover 
weather_precipitation 
weather_temp_max 
weather_temp_min 
weather_wind_speed 
Percentage cloud cover 
Percentage chance of precipitation 
Maximum weather temperature 
Minimum weather temperature 
Maximum wind speed 
Forecast.io 
Figure 1 lists the categories of data and individual data attributes which could be              
tracked by Exist at the time of our study. These included daily measures of: physical               
activity and sleep (both recorded by a wearable Fitbit sensor); productivity and            
distracting time (recorded by RescueTime logging software); mood (self-reported mood          
scores on a 5 point Likert-scale ranging from 1 (Terrible) to 5 (Perfect), collected by               
daily emails); events (automatically retrieved from online calendars); social media          
interactions (from Twitter and Instagram); music listening (recorded by Last.fm          
'scrobbling' from music players such as Spotify and iTunes); and local weather            
conditions (from Forecast.io).  
Given that Exist presents correlations between each of these attribute pairs (of            
which there were 26 in total) it has the possibility to present up to 325 distinct                
correlations (mathematically, or ​26 choose 2​ ) for users tracking everything. Each   (  226 )          
of these correlations is presented using a representation like that shown in Figure 2,              
which displays an actual correlation from our dataset. This includes a ‘% related’             
measure, which corresponds to the correlation r-value, a ‘confidence’ star rating of 1 to 5               
stars, which corresponds to the correlation p-value for statistical significance (with a            
linear mapping between number of stars and p-value, where 1 star = p<0.2 and 5 stars =                 
p<0.05), and an indication of the period (number of days’ data) from which the              
correlation is calculated. Correlations between data attributes are only presented within           
Exist, or returned via the API, if they have a p-value < 0.2 and thus our data only                  
includes correlations that fall beneath this threshold. Hence, Exist has a basic level of              
filtering for the purpose of reducing spurious correlations, however at least one spurious             
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correlation is almost guaranteed in the filtered dataset when making as many 325             
comparisons at the p<0.2 threshold (family-wise error rate: 1-(1-0.2)​325​ ≈ 1). 
Figure 2. Example Exist Correlation using Productivity and Events 
 
3.2. Participants and Recruitment 
Our study was advertised on our university noticeboards (physical and online).           
Prospective participants were offered the opportunity to try a range of tracking            
technologies, each of which would be connected to Exist, for a period of up to three                
months. Participants were given a brief introduction to Exist and were informed that they              
would be able to see its output following a period of data collection using the tracking                
technologies on offer. ​Participants were also offered entry into a prize draw for one £50               
(~$70) Amazon voucher as an incentive to participate in the study.  
Twenty participants were recruited in total. Ten individuals were recruited in May            
2015 and a further ten in October 2015. All participants lived in and around the city of                 
Bath in the United Kingdom, due to the requirement for them to be able to meet the                 
researchers in person to collect their tracking devices, receive support in configuring user             
accounts, and participate in face-to-face interviews after the study. 
Participants were between 21–60 years old (​M​ = 33.1, ​SD​ = 11.8), comprising a            
range of occupations and an equal mix of males and females. The sample included eight               
members of the general public who had heard about the study via word of mouth, as well                 
as twelve university staff and students. Seven of the participants had previous experience             
using a tracking technology (e.g. Nike​+ Fuelband, Garmin GPS Watch, Weight Watchers            
food logging app, Last.fm music ‘scrobbler’). During an initial briefing session,           
participants were asked to describe their reason for wanting to participate in the study.              
We found that all of the participants expressed curiosity and interest in using tracking              
technologies to uncover information about themselves, but did not have clearly defined            
problems to address, nor hard-set goals for behaviour change. Beyond the £50 prize             
draw, participants’ stated motivations for participating in the study included: “I’m           
interested to see what it [Exist] tells me about myself” [Participant 4, Office             
Administrator, F, 26], “I want to know what tracking my life can offer me” [Participant               
5, Postgraduate Student, F, 25], “To discover the truth about how I really am”              
[Participant 8, Postgraduate Student F, 21], and “Interested to see if I need to make any                
changes to my lifestyle” Participant 14, Teacher, M, 52].  
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We argue that these participants reflect a growing proportion of ‘exploratory’           
personal informatics users, following the emergence of personal tracking as a           
mainstream activity (Lupton, 2013; Gurrin, Smeaton & Doherty, 2014; ​Rapp & Cena,            
2016​). We consider potential issues of information overload to be worthy of            
investigation for this type of user, because it may be harder to predict in advance the type                 
of information and insights that they are looking to gain from their use of the system.  
3.3. Pre-Study Data Collection and Exist Setup Procedure 
Ethics, Briefing and Consent  
The study outline was reviewed by an independent researcher within the           
Department of Computer Science at the University of Bath, in accordance with a local              
code of ethics. Each participant was briefed individually about the purposes of the study,              
the data that would be collected by each of the tracking technologies, and their right to                
withdraw and/or request the deletion of their data at any time prior to the study’s               
completion. They were also informed that any data collected by the researchers would be              
fully anonymised prior to its storage and use for publication. Those who chose to              
participate in the study gave written informed consent and were then able to selectively              
‘opt-in’ to their use of each tracking technology. Participants were also informed that the              
minimum planned study period was one month (the amount of time required for Exist to               
begin producing correlational information), but that they would be given the opportunity            
to continue their participation for an ongoing period of up to three months (90 days) if                
they chose (the maximum period for which Exist calculated correlations). Section 3.4            
provides details on the duration of each participant’s involvement in the study. 
Pre-Study Phase  
Participants completed a pre-study interview and questionnaire which obtained         
demographic information, accounts of their motivations for participating in the study,           
and previous experiences of using tracking technologies. 
As part of the pre-study questionnaire, participants were asked to consider which            
aspects of their lives they believed were correlated with others. This was done to enable               
post-study comparisons between users’ mental models of the correlations present within           
their behaviour and those that could be detected by the Exist system. This would allow               
for an investigation into whether the congruence between users’ mental models and the             
output of the system had any bearing on participants’ assessments of the interestingness             
of the correlational information provided.  
Participants were given explanations and examples of positive, negative and          
uncorrelated outcomes between the variables that could be recorded by Exist, such that             
they were clear on their meanings. The participants were then required to make             
predictions about the nature of correlations between different facets of their lives. These             
were: Events, Physical Activity, Productivity, Mood, Sleep, Schedule, Social Media          
Usage, Music Listening and Weather.  
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Predictions were elicited by presenting a set of four statements for each of the              
pairwise combinations of facets. The first statement described a positive correlation (e.g.            
“When my mood is better, my sleep is better”), the second described a negative              
correlation (e.g. “When my mood is better, my sleep is worse”), the third described no               
correlation (e.g. “My mood is not correlated with my sleep”), and the fourth statement              
read “I do not know if…” (e.g. “...my mood and sleep are correlated”). Participants were               
instructed to circle one of the four statements based on their understanding of typical              
patterns of behaviour in their lives. These statements were designed to match the natural              
language correlation statements that would be produced by the Exist system. 
Exist Setup Procedure  
Twenty paid Exist user accounts were created for participants by the researchers.            
Each participant was invited to connect their pre-existing social media accounts to Exist,             
e.g. Twitter and Instagram, and calendar applications, e.g. Google Calendar and iCal,            
since it is necessary to leverage existing social infrastructure for these types of services.              
The use of existing accounts also served to minimise disruption to participants’ normal             
behaviour during the study, such that the data collected was reflective of their typical              
activities. Separate accounts were created for Fitbit, RescueTime, Last.fm, Forecast.io,          
and Swarm by Foursquare, where users did not already have accounts of their own.              
Services such as RescueTime, Last.fm, and Forecast.io were not considered disruptive,           
since they could operate surreptitiously during the study period to capture productivity,            
music listening activity, and weather data. The wearable Fitbit device presented minimal            
disruption to users’ typical physical activity. The Swarm by Foursquare account was            
created as a means to provide location data to the Forecast.io service, such that weather               
information could be collected based on each participant’s location throughout the study.  
Following completion of the pre-study questionnaire, participants were given a          
Fitbit device and charger. The researcher demonstrated their functions and provided           
guidance on data synchronisation, charging and maintenance. Participants were then          
guided through the installation of software necessary for viewing and synchronising data            
(e.g. Fitbit app, RescueTime client, Last.fm scrobbler) on personal devices which they            
had brought along. Instructions were provided for subsequent installation on any devices            
that could not be brought to the session. 
Participants who had opted to provide daily mood scores selected either email or             
mobile app methods for submitting their scores. Both methods involved a scheduled            
notification being sent to the participant at a time of their choosing, containing the Likert               
scale from which a mood score for the day could be selected. Participants were assisted               
in setting a time to receive this notification and were shown how to submit a mood score. 
Participants were provided with login details and instructions to access each of the             
tracking services that they would be using during the study. Hence, they could view the               
services’ respective data dashboards and analysis features, and use them to explore            
information relating to goals, status, discrepancies, history and trends. Furthermore,          
participants were exposed to the various mechanisms that each service uses to encourage             
continual data collection (e.g. Fitbit badges, Rescuetime goals, etc.). Participants were           
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therefore able to benefit from their use of these services, irrespective of their connections              
to Exist. Participants were not given login details for the Exist account and were unable               
to see the results of the analysis of their data (i.e. correlations between facets) during the                
study. They were informed that they would be able to view the output of the Exist system                 
in a post-study session with the researcher. This was done so that the researchers could               
record participants’ initial reactions to the correlational information provided.  
3.4. Exist Study Data Collection 
During the study, participants provided data to Exist by using the tracking            
technologies that had been given to them. The researchers used Exist’s Python API to              
request all of the data collected from each of the connected services, as well as any data                 
relating to the correlations that Exist had calculated (i.e. correlation coefficients           
(r-value), statistical significance (p-value), and time period (number of data points)). ​We            
observed that Exist calculated its correlations based on the most recent 28–90 days’ data,              
hence our participants were invited to participate for a similar period. Thirteen out of              
twenty participants opted to continue beyond the minimum one-month period. Of the            
seven participants that concluded the study after one month, three cited the reason of              
being unavailable to meet with the researchers or consistently track themselves in the             
coming months (e.g. due to travel and vacation arrangements). Two participants felt that             
device maintenance (primarily for the Fitbit) presented a burden, and two gave no reason              
for wishing to conclude the study after one month. 
Figure 3. Dot plots showing the amount of data provided (in days) for each of the                
recorded attributes. Each dot represents one participant. 
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Figure 3 shows the amount of data collected for each attribute by each participant              
during the study (i.e. the number of data points provided to Exist, where each data point                
is a value for a particular day). For example, Exist received 50–60 days of ​Mood data                
from three participants and 30–40 days of ​Music​  listening data for six participants. 
It can be seen that the majority of participants recorded fewer days’ data for ​Sleep               
than ​Physical Activity​ , due to their removing the Fitbit at night. Three of the participants               
contacted the researchers during the study to inform them that they were finding the              
Fitbit uncomfortable and inconvenient to wear during sleep. Several other participants           
mentioned either forgetting to wear the device, or treating the nighttime as a regular              
opportunity to charge the device, which accounts for the paucity of data in this category.               
Similarly, mood data was diminished due to the manual nature of its collection, with              
participants occasionally forgetting or being too busy to enter a mood rating every day.  
Many data attributes were automatically collected, with no additional effort required           
from the participants, e.g. those relating to Weather and Music. As such, data was              
provided for the full duration of the participants’ involvement in the study. 
3.5. Post-Study Data Collection 
Post-Study Interviews  
We conducted a face-to-face semi-structured interview at the end of each           
participant’s data collection period. Interviews lasted between 39–111 mins (​M​ =78.5,          
SD​ =21.5). Participants were first informed that they were free to end the interview             
session, or to pause for a break and refreshment, at any time. We then asked open-ended                
questions relating to each individual’s tracking experiences during the study. This           
conversation was intended to gain some insight to any problems that may have occurred              
during the data collection period and served as a warmup to get the participants talking.  
Next, participants were shown printed screen captures of all of the correlational            
information revealed by the Exist system. Figure 4 shows a sample of the post-study              
correlation output from Exist for one of our participants. The number of unique             
correlations ranged from 12–113 (​M​ =62.4, SD​ =30.6). All correlations relating to a           
particular attribute were presented on a single page, precisely as they appeared within a              
single screen in the Exist interface. Printed screenshots were used to enable participants             
to make notes whilst participating in the session, which could be used to support our               
interview analysis. Oulasvirta, Hukkinen & Schwartz (2009) note that several previous           
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studies have presented user interfaces to users in paper form and that “there is no effect                
reported that casts into doubt the validity of paper form” (p. 518).  
Figure 4. Sample of Post-Study Correlation Output from Exist   
 
This was participants’ first opportunity to see the correlations that had been derived             
from their data. Participants were asked to think aloud whilst reviewing the output,             
commenting in particular on aspects of the output that they did not understand; on things               
that they thought were particularly interesting or insightful; on correlations that they            
deemed obvious or uninteresting; and on identified outcomes that they did or did not              
expect to see within the results. They were also asked how they might utilise or act upon                 
the information provided. Participants were free to explore the correlations in any order             
they chose, switching from one page of attributes to another if they so wished. The               
interviewer probed for deeper explanations of the output until no new information            
seemed to come from participants’ responses, and all correlations had been examined. At             
the end of each interview session, the participant returned all of the tracking devices that               
they had been using, and were assisted by the researcher in uninstalling any tracking              
applications and software which they no longer wished to use in their own time. The               
interviews were later transcribed by the first author and were analysed inductively, using             
phases of open coding to identify concepts within the data, and axial coding to identify               
relationships among the concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008).  
Post-Study Questionnaires 
To identify the factors associated with interestingness of correlational information          
in Exist, we asked participants to rate a random sample of ten correlations within their               
data, according to nine statements. We decided that ten correlations presented a            
reasonable balance between collecting a sufficient amount of data for analysis and the             
burden of time and effort that would be placed on participants to complete 90 ratings,               
following pilots with two volunteers from our research group. Both volunteers were            
using Exist with their own data, but were not participating in the study. 
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The nine statements presented to participants were generated based on subjective           
measures of interestingness taken from data mining research. Four measures were           
adapted from Geng & Hamilton (2006), comprising: Utility (whether a correlation can be             
used to support progress towards a goal), Surprisingness (the quality of being unexpected             
or contradicting a person’s expectations), Novelty (whether the correlation presents a           
finding that was previously unknown), and Accuracy/Reliability (whether the correlation          
is perceived to capture the true nature of their behaviour). These were accompanied by              
four additional measures that arose from our own discussions about further factors that             
might influence users’ assessments of the correlations, namely: Valence (i.e. the intrinsic            
attractiveness (positive valence) or aversiveness (negative valence) of a correlation),          
Uniqueness (the perceived likelihood that others users might receive the same           
correlation), and Stability (the likelihood that a correlation might change over time or in              
different contexts). 
Additionally we included one statement to capture users’ overall interest in seeing a             
particular correlation within Exist: “This is a correlation that I am interested in seeing              
when using this system”. All statements were presented in the form: “This is a              
correlation that…”, followed by an affirmative statement about the subjective measure,           
i.e., “...is surprising”, “...is pleasing”, “...makes me unique”, etc. Participants were asked            
to respond to each of the statements on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree)                
to 5 (Strongly Agree). Since users were asked to rate the randomly sampled correlations              
after they had reviewed and discussed their entire Exist output with the researcher, we              
were confident that participants fully understood the correlations they were rating, and            
that the ratings provided were likely to account for relative comparisons against the set              
of all other correlations they had seen. 
 
4. EXIST STUDY FINDINGS 
In this section we first report findings from our interview analyses. Our focus is on               
issues that arose when participants were faced with the task of interpreting their             
correlations, and which speak to the challenges of dealing with information overload            5
rather than their more general experiences with self-tracking. Participants’ claims give us            
reason to believe that information overload was a genuine problem for some individuals             
when encountering their Exist data. Subsection 4.2 explores what makes a correlation            
generally interesting to users, such that filtering mechanisms designed to reduce           
information overload can take these factors into account. 
4.1. Information Overload in Exist 
When viewing their data for the first time, six participants considered the            
presentation of numerous correlations to be a positive characteristic of the system, e.g.             
“There's so many. Yay! That's really cool.” [P9]​ . These participants valued the prospect             
of having many outputs to explore, seemingly because they believed that this would             
5 Additional findings from this analysis, including issues associated with information presentation, 
transparency, and fragmentation, are reported in Jones & Kelly (2016).  
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correspond to the insights they could derive from the system, e.g. ​“I’ve been really              
excited to find out how much it has to display about me.” [P13]. 
However, it was apparent that, for at least four of the participants, the initial              
satisfaction of receiving many correlations gave way to frustration with regard to the             
cognitive effort required to review and reflect upon all of the outputs: ​“There's so many               
it's hard to reflect on what's missing.” [P1], “I hope this teaches me enough to justify the                 
effort of going through all of this.” [P5], “Actually, this is tiring!” [P20],“You’ve really              
got to have your brain in gear to go through these!” [P17].​ These four participants were                
not presented with appreciably more correlations than others (​Range​ =39-105, ​M=​ 66.0,          
SD=​ 30.2), suggesting that it was not only the highest quantities of output that presented              
an overload challenge. 
The volume of unfamiliar correlations seemed to impinge on participants’ ability to            
make sense of their data. One participant [P1] referred to his inability to form rational               
conclusions as ‘analysis paralysis’: ​“Is that right? Oh I can't figure it out, I'm getting               
analysis paralysis. I've got it big time… I'm struggling to figure out what these things               
mean now.” [P1].​ The quantity of outputs also led to difficulties in cross-referencing             
correlational information with earlier insights. One of the supposed benefits of           
multifaceted systems is the ability to enable links between different aspects of a user’s              
life. One participant found it difficult to recall correlations that he wanted to revisit, due               
to the amount of information presented to him: ​“This correlation seems to be related to               
that one I found interesting earlier. Which one was it?… there’s a lot here” [P14]. 
Difficulties interpreting the outputs of the system were compounded by the           
unfamiliarity of correlational information of this kind, with P17 claiming ​“I’m not used             
to this sort of thing”.​ In addition, some insights were deemed to be duplicates of one                
another because of the level of granularity at which they were interpreted. For example,              
Participant 3 felt that having multiple variables within a single weather data category             
“goes into more depth than is needed”​ and suggested that the system could collapse              
variables such as ‘cloud cover’, ‘wind speed’ and ‘precipitation levels’ into a single             
‘weather’ category, making a large number of outputs redundant (e.g. ​“I would say rain,              
whether it's dry, is the only one I would need.” [P3])​ . 
An additional source of frustration was the presence of many insights that were             
considered “obvious”, e.g. covering more distance when taking more steps: ​“There's           
quite a lot, I’d take out all the “it's rainier when it's cloudier”, “you sleep more when                 
you're in bed more”...all of that obvious stuff... Too much to deal with.” [P4]​ . ​“There               
are some silly things, like you're more active when you have more steps. That’s kinda               
obvious.” [P10].​ Bentley ​et al. (2013) reported similarly negative reactions to “obvious”            
insights in Health Mashups, noting that their presence did not make sense to some users               
and created a tension between telling people what they already know and educating them              
with new insights. These ‘junk’ correlations likely offer little value and may contribute             
to the feeling of being overloaded with information.  
Finally, there was evidence that one participant was inclined to avoid or withdraw             
from the data because there was ​“a lot to sift through...”​ , suggesting that third parties               
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could play a role in filtering on their behalf: ​“...I’d rather just take to this to my doctor                  
and get him to make sense of it.” [P12]. 
In summary, our participants encountered a number of issues that we interpret as             
related to information overload. While not all of our participants experienced overload,            
our results give us sufficient cause to believe that it could be a problem for some users,                 
motivating our interest in exploring how overload could be avoided by filtering outputs             
that are of little interest.  
4.2. What Makes a Correlation Interesting? 
In this section we draw on additional interview analyses and ratings of sampled             
correlations to identify features of interestingness that could be used to support            
information filtering in PI systems. We identify qualities associated with the           
interestingness of correlations, which in turn informs our subsequent selection of           
measures that might be used in information filtering. 
Qualitative Findings on Correlation ‘Interestingness’ 
Our analysis identified six initial properties that participants suggested were related           
to the interestingness of a correlation. They were influenced by whether the correlation             
was in some way surprising; was perceived to be unique to the user; matched a user’s                
expectations; appeared to have practical utility; whether it was obvious/easy to deduce;            
or whether the correlation spoke to the user’s specific interests in understanding their             
life.  
First, participants were particularly interested in correlations that were unexpected          
and therefore surprising. e.g.​“Really? That's so surprising. I love it.” [P8]​ , ​“I didn’t             
actually expect it to show that.” [P20].​ Correlations were surprising for a number of              
different reasons, including that the strength of a correlation was greater than expected             
(“.​..It’s a strong correlation by the looks of it. Surprising.” [P2])​ , that it did not match a                 
participant’s existing model of their own behaviour, or because a participant was            
impressed that a relationship was able to be uncovered by the technology that they had               
been using (​“That’s amazing how it picked that up. I’m impressed.” [P17])​ . 
When receiving information that was not expected, three participants considered the           
extent to which similar correlations might appear for other people. They were keen to              
understand whether surprising information might imply deviations from ‘normal’         
behaviour (​“Really! So...is that normal?” [P15], “See, I knew I was weird!” [P19]) or              
differences from the ‘average’ person (e.g. ​“What is an average person like?” [P9])​ . 
Although surprising correlations were often a focus of participants’ interest,          
additional utility was found in seeing correlations that confirmed prior expectations, e.g.            
“That's useful because it reaffirms what I already thought anyway.” [P3]. For others             
there was limited interest in information that was already known e.g. ​“I’m not sure if this                
is all that useful. I could already explain most of them.” [P4] 
We found evidence to suggest that perceived practical utility acts a determinant of             
interest, e.g. ​“That’s useful. Maybe now I could look for an indoor exercise activity.”              
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[P3]​ . Three of the participants found value in the potential to identify possible changes              
that could be enacted within their lives (​“I seem to sleep worse when I have a lot going                  
on the next day. Maybe I could try to spread my meetings a bit more throughout the                 
week..” [P13], or, “Quite interesting that I'm more productive when I listen to more              
music.... ok maybe I'll have to start listening to music.” [P8])​ . Another three participants              
explicitly stated that they struggled to identify how they might make use of certain              
information within their lives (e.g. “​I mean...what am I gonna do with that? I’m not sure                
it helps me to see this” [P6])​ and hence they were less interested to see it presented                 
within the system. For at least three participants, assessments of how information could             
be put to practical use appeared to shape their overall impression of the Exist service.               
Some found the outputs to be useful, e.g. ​“This is really cool. I’m definitely going to try                 
and act on all of these insights” [P14].​ One participant was less impressed, e.g. ​“I don’t                
think it really tells me enough useful stuff that I don’t know already for it to justify the                  
effort.” [P16]​ .  
Two participants were particularly interested in relationships that they could not           
easily deduce without the support of tracking data, or without secondary sources of             
information to guide them: ​“I think these are valuable… about the weather, because I              
can't work this out myself. I can only guess this stuff.” [P1], “The most interesting thing                
about it is the sleep. Because you don't really know how well you sleep. You can't really                 
measure it yourself” [P8].​ Participant 3 suggested that some facets, whilst containing            
particular correlations that were interesting, did not necessarily produce universally          
interesting correlations, and that it was the particular combination of facets which            
mattered: ​“That particular one is interesting. But not all physical activity ones are             
interesting. Some relationships I’ve just wondered about a bit more because, like, they’d             
be useful to know.” [P3]​ . 
Finally, participants were interested in correlations that spoke to their prior interests.            
For example, one participant had previously investigated the relationship between sleep           
and music by seeking information online: ​“I’ve looked into that relationship before            
actually. I wanted to know if there’s music to help me sleep better.” [P8].  
Quantitative Analysis of Correlation ‘Interestingness’ 
Building on our qualitative analysis, we explored features of Interestingness based           
on the randomly sampled correlations for which participants provided Likert-scale          
ratings (see subsection 3.5). The aim of this was to determine which variables were              
significant predictors of interestingness, such that these variables can be used as a basis              
for information filtering. A linear mixed effects model was constructed to predict the             
Interestingness rating (dependent variable) based on a combination of subjective and           
objective measures (independent variables). The subjective ratings encapsulated the         
qualities of correlations previously discussed in subsection 3.5 (Utility, Surprisingness,          
Valence, etc). The objective measures came from three sources. First, ​Data Categories​ ,            
which comprise the high level categories of data tracked in the study (see Figure 1).               
These were: Weekday, Events, Mood, Music, Physical Activity, Productivity, Sleep,          
Social Media and Weather. Next, ​Correlation Characteristics​ , comprising correlation         
confidence (p-value), correlation coefficient (r-value), and the number of days data           
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analysed (period), as well as a label denoting whether the correlation was uni- or              
multi-faceted; and ​Predictions​ , indicating whether participants’ pre-study correlation        
predictions matched with the actual correlation outcomes in the data. 
We anticipated that multi-faceted correlations (inter-correlations between two        
distinct data categories, e.g. ​Physical Activity and ​Sleep) would be more interesting than             
uni-faceted correlations (intra-correlations between attributes from the same category,         
e.g. ​Sleep​ : time to bed vs. ​Sleep​ : time spent asleep). Previous studies have shown that               
users are often interested in insights that span multiple different types of data, and that               
multi-faceted analysis encourages engagement with personal informatics technologies        
(e.g. Dingler, Sahami & Henze, 2014; Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013). Hence, we differentiate             
between uni-faceted and multifaceted correlations in our linear mixed model analysis. 
We also anticipated that participants’ interest in a correlation may be influenced by             
its predictability. Comparisons between participants’ predictions and their actual results          
revealed that they had correctly anticipated 46.7% of the correlations in Exist. 37.8% of              
correlations contradicted pre-study predictions, and 16.5% had no associated predictions,          
because participants were unable to forecast an outcome. We discuss these           
prediction-match findings further in Sections 4.3 and 6. 
Linear Mixed Effects Model Results  
We conducted a linear mixed effects analysis (in IBM SPSS Statistics 23) using             
restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation methods. Mixed effect models were          
required because our data contained multiple, inter-dependent observations for each          
participant. We treated participant identity as a random effect to account for the repeated              
measures nature of the data and variation due to individual differences in interest ratings.              
Fixed effects for all other independent variables were added one at a time and retained if                
they improved the fit of the model according to Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC).             
Our model contained 200 observations; 10 from each of the 20 participants. An             
association between the dependent variable and independent variable was considered to           
be significant in the final model at the level p<0.05. Figure 5 shows the standardised β                
estimates, significance values, and confidence intervals for each variable included in the            
final model. Binary variables (such as ​Data Categories​ , ​Uni/Multi-faceted and          
Prediction Match​ ) were encoded as 0=False and 1=True within the data. Hence, a β              
estimate of ~+1 for [Multi-faceted=1] indicates an increase in interestingness when           
correlations are multi-faceted rather than uni-faceted. 
The linear mixed effects model reveals that participants were more likely to rate             
correlations as interesting when they were seen to be surprising or useful; when they              
presented between- rather than within- data category relationships (i.e multifaceted rather           
than unifaceted); when they were not associated with uninteresting data categories (i.e.            
weather, weekday, productivity and social media); or when they exhibited low p-values            
(high confidence). 
Figure 5. Linear Mixed Effects Model (Items in bold indicate significant predictor            
variables within the model. X-axis indicates the β coefficient estimate for each            
variable. Error bars show upper and lower 95% confidence intervals.) 
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4.3. Discussion of Exist Study Results 
Our study of Exist produced several key findings. Initial qualitative analyses           
revealed that participants were able to find interesting correlations within Exist’s output,            
reiterating the potential for PI systems to support positive self-reflection (Li, Forlizzi &             
Dey, 2010; Elsden, Kirk & Durrant, 2015). However, we found that participants            
struggled with the task of reviewing their correlations, and that this was due in part to the                 
sheer volume of information produced. Although our study makes use of a particular PI              
system, we see the issue of overload as one that is likely to arise in any multifaceted PI                  
system, given the potential for such systems to produce a large number of outputs. 
Our subsequent analysis sought to address the problem of overload by exploring            
qualities that made particular correlations interesting to participants (as per RQ1), with a             
view to using these as a basis for information filtering. First, our interview data revealed               
six qualities that participants associated with interesting correlations. These qualities          
broadly corresponded to the surprisingness of a correlation; its match to prior            
expectations; how likely a similar outcome might be for other users; its perceived             
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practical utility; its connection to facets of their life that they were particularly interested              
in; and its apparent obviousness. 
These results dovetail with those of our quantitative analysis. Specifically, two           
subjective qualities, ​surprising and ​useful, were found to be significant predictors of            
interestingness, corroborating comments about these qualities from the interviews. In          
addition, the category of data producing the correlation was revealed as a significant             
predictor, which may speak to participants’ interview comments that expressed particular           
interest in some life facets over others. While interview comments also suggested that             
the specific combination of facets was an important factor, it was beyond the means of               
our study to collect subjective interestingness ratings for every pairwise combination of            
facets (due to the myriad of possible combinations) to include in our quantitative model. 
Our mixed model analysis also revealed significant predictors of interestingness that           
were not explicitly singled out within our interviews, namely that multi-faceted           
correlations were typically more interesting than those from a single facet, and that lower              
correlation p-values (higher confidence levels) were of greater interest. Participants’          
interest in multifaceted correlations may reflect a desire to map the relationships between             
distinct life facets (Li, 2011), and can be linked to interview comments which indicated              
that uni-faceted correlations were sometimes considered to be obvious (e.g. you sleep            
more when you spend more time in bed, or you get more steps when you spend more                 
time active). Participants’ interest in the confidence of correlations may speak to a desire              
for outcomes that are seen to be trustworthy and which provide sufficient evidence for              
taking action. 
We hypothesised that the surprisingness of a correlation might be most closely            
related to participants’ ability to predict its presence in advance. However, this was not a               
significant predictor within the mixed effects model, and comments from interviews           
suggested that surprisingness was also associated with other factors such as the perceived             
likelihood of detecting such an outcome from the data, and whether certain outcomes             
might appear for other users. 
Both analyses contribute a characterisation of qualities that make correlations          
interesting in the context of exploratory use. We suggest that these qualities can used as a                
basis for filtering outputs, such that users are given a more manageable and digestible set               
of outcomes for self-reflection. That being said, our representation of interestingness is            
not yet wholly tractable for practical use in building an operational filter. Firstly, this is               
because of the extent to which it requires explicit input from users. Two of the               
significant predictor variables in the model, ​surprisingness and ​utility​ , are purely           
subjective measures, requiring access to the user’s opinions about their data. Collecting            
such data in a PI system is feasible in theory but would undermine the goal of reducing                 
the effort required to identify interesting insights. 
Secondly, the model is limited in terms of its generalisability and scalability with             
respect to the possible inputs that users may wish to integrate and analyse. Our results               
reveal that levels of interest are influenced by the categories of data being correlated, and               
the interactions between these categories. Hence, data processed by PI systems other            
than Exist may differ from the categories captured within our model. Even within Exist,              
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the developers periodically add new categories, and our model could not account for             
potential user interest in these without requiring the collection of further ‘ground truth’             
interestingness data from a sample population of users. 
We argue that the aforementioned problems can be resolved by the identification of             
additional objective data measures, which are readily available to the system and its             
filtering mechanisms, and which provide suitable substitutes for subjective measures          
associated with interestingness. Thus, in the next section, we present two sources for             
such measures, namely: ​Interestingness measures (Generality, Diversity and        
Peculiarity)​ , derived from previous literature on data mining, and ​Google ​Trends           
measures (​Mean Google Trend Score and ​Google Trend Rank)​ , which we use as a proxy               
for interest in particular combinations of data categories. 
5. AUTOMATED FILTERING USING OBJECTIVE DATA 
In this section we address RQ2 by exploring how we might practically build a              
filtering mechanism in the form of a machine learning classifier that can operate on the               
basis of objective data. We incorporate the objective measures from within Exist            
presented thus far, and exclude subjective measures which necessitate input from the            
user. We present two additional sources of objective data that may embody the qualities              
associated with the interestingness of correlations (as discussed in Section 4.3). These            
are ​Interestingness measures (specifically: Generality, Diversity, and Peculiarity),        
derived from Geng & Hamilton (2006), which capture aspects of surprisingness and            
considerations about the comparisons against other users, and ​Google Trends data, which            
captures qualities relating to the inherent interestingness of different data categories and            
their combinations. 
5.1. Additional Objective Data for Predicting Interestingness  
Objective Interestingness Measures  
Data mining research has provided a variety of objective measures of the            
‘Interestingness’ of patterns within a dataset (see Geng & Hamilton (2006) for a             
comprehensive review of these measures). Based on the results of our former qualitative             
and quantitative analyses, we identify existing measures which may help to reveal            
‘surprising’ correlations in particular. We select measures that allow the identification of            
atypical correlations, or which provide an indication of a correlations’ prevalence           
amongst other users. This is apropos of interview comments, which indicated that            
participants considered the extent to which correlations might also appear for other users,             
or the likelihood that they might be found within their data, when considering their              
interestingness. 
Specifically, we identify three objective measures to add to our machine learning            
classifier. First, ​Diversity​ , which refers to the range of observed outcomes for a particular              
correlation, amongst all users. The relationship between a pair of attributes has three             
possible outcomes: positive, negative, or no correlation. The observed outcomes for the            
relationship can be considered diverse if some users have a positive correlation, some             
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have negative, and some have none. Conversely, a relationship is not diverse if all users               
have the same outcome. We hypothesize that correlations with diverse outcomes are            
more surprising (and hence, interesting), since they may be harder to predict in advance.  
Diversity for a pair of attributes is calculated as: the number of observed unique              
correlation outcomes for a particular attribute pair (e.g. Events and Instagram           
Comments), divided by the number of possible outcomes (i.e. 3). If only 1 outcome is               
found between ​Events and ​Instagram Comments​ , the diversity score for ​Events and            
Instagram Comments​  is 1/3 = 0.33. 
The second measure is ​Generality,​ which refers to how common a correlation            
outcome is amongst all users. Generality differs from diversity in that it captures the              
proportion of all users that obtain the most common outcome. Although patterns in data              
that are highly general are often characterised as interesting (Geng & Hamilton, 2006),             
we hypothesize that low generality correlations are surprising and therefore interesting. 
Generality is calculated as: the maximum number of users with a matching            
correlation outcome (positive, negative or no correlation) for a particular attribute pair,            
divided by the total number of users recording data for that attribute pair. For example, if                
17 users have positive correlations, 2 have negative correlations and 1 has no correlation              
within their recorded ​Mood and ​Sleep​ data, the generality score for ​Mood and ​Sleep is               
17/20 = 0.85. 
Finally, ​Peculiarity refers to the distance of a user's correlation outcome from that             
of other users (Geng & Hamilton, 2006). Peculiar correlation outcomes represent outliers            
within the data. Peculiarity builds on generality by taking into account not only the              
extent to which users have matching outcomes, but also whether a given user is in a                
minority or majority. Hence, peculiarity is calculated for each attribute pair, per user. We              
hypothesise that the surprisingness of correlation outcomes may be reflected in their            
peculiarity.  
The peculiarity of a particular correlation outcome is calculated by taking a            
particular user and pair of attributes (e.g. Mood and Sleep). We calculate the number of               
users with the same correlation outcome as the selected user, divided by the total number               
of users recording data for that attribute pair. This value is then subtracted from 1 such                
that more peculiar correlation outcomes are closer to 1, and less peculiar outcomes are              
closer to 0. This means that if 17 users have positive correlations, 2 have negative               
correlations, and 1 has no correlation between ​Mood and ​Sleep​ , the peculiarity score for              
the single user with no correlation is high: 1-(1/20)=0.95. The peculiarity score for the 2               
users with negative correlations is slightly lower: 1-(2/20)=0.90. For the 17 users with             
positive correlations the peculiarity score is low: 1-(17/20)=0.15. 
Google Trends Data  
As highlighted by our linear mixed model results (Section 4.2), the level of interest              
in correlations varied between data categories. Furthermore, our qualitative analysis          
revealed that the particular combination of data categories involved in a correlation was             
important for determining its interestingness. In this section we describe a source of             
objective data which may serve as proxy for users’ interest in understanding            
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relationships between data categories. Specifically, we consider the popularity of Google           
searches related to each of the category pairs from our study. 
Previous research has demonstrated that search query data can provide reliable           
indications of current interest in topics and can be used to forecast near-term values. For               
example, Choi & Varian (2012) showed that the volume of queries relating to different              
travel destinations acted as a reliable indicator of actual visits to that destination and was               
helpful in predicting future visits. Similarly, Preis, Moat & Stanley (2013) reported that             
changes in Google query volumes for terms related to finance, corresponded with actual             
changes in the stock market. These studies both used Google Trends ​, which returns data              6
on the volume of worldwide Google searches that contain specified keywords. Values            
relating to the number of searches are provided for all weekly intervals over a defined               
period. All values are provided as relative percentages of the maximum value returned,             
across all queries and all weeks. 
We wish to explore the use of search volume data as an indicator of general interest                
in, and the potential utility of, information about the relationship between particular life             
facets. We examine whether search volume data can be reliably used for filtering in lieu               
of subjective interest ratings from users. In practical terms, this means that PI systems              
could use emerging search trends as a basis for filtering correlations. We seek measures              
of the popularity of search queries that reference two different facets, thus reflecting             
general levels of interest in understanding or exploring the relationships between these            
facets. That is to say, we wish to capture the frequency of searches such as “does my                 
sleep affect my mood?”, “can listening to music make you more productive?”, “using             
social media at the weekend”, etc. In order to identify search terms that could represent               
each of the facets, two researchers independently generated a list of synonyms for each              
data category label (e.g. Physical activity: exercise, fitness, workouts, and so on). Each             
of the synonyms were then queried using the Google Trends service to determine their              
mean popularity score in the 10-year period from 2006-2016. The most popular term was              
subsequently selected as the representative term for that data category. Our decision to             
select a single term to represent a category arises from the varying number of synonyms               
associated with each of the categories, and the potential bias that may be introduced in               
using unequal numbers of search terms to collect data relating to each of the facets.               
Hence, each facet is represented by the single most popular term associated with it. 
Next, queries were performed for each pairwise combination of the selected terms.            
For example, to assess the popularity of searches relating to the facets of physical              
activity and sleep, we used the query “exercise AND sleep”. This provided quantitative             
data on the volume of searches that included both of the words ‘exercise’ and ‘sleep’, or                
minor variations thereof (e.g. exercising, exercised, sleeping etc.). That is to say, it             
incorporated searches like: “does exercise impact sleep”, “sleeping after exercise”, “can’t           
sleep on days when I exercise”. Since results may also include data for more obscure               
searches, which are not directly related to exploring the relationship between the            
included facets (e.g. “​exercise my right to ​sleep​ ”), we adapted our queries to avoid the               
inclusion of common ‘nuisance’ searches in the following way. 
6 https://www.google.com/trends/ 
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For each query, the Google Trends service displays a list of the most common              
associated searches. Two researchers independently inspected and coded this list          
(Cohen’s Kappa ​k​ =0.92 for intercoder reliability) to identify any potential nuisance           
searches that could be skewing the search volume results, i.e. topics which incorporated             
the facet-related search terms, but which were clearly not associated with exploring the             
relationships between the facets. For example, the query “weather AND music” yielded a             
popular related query: “weather channel music”, which was associated with a music            
streaming service as part of the ‘Weather Channel’ ​. In cases such as this, queries were               7
modified with logical operators to exclude common nuisance searches (e.g. adapting the            
Google Trend query to become “(weather AND music) NOT channel”).  
Figure 6 visualises the results returned for our set of facet pair search queries. The               
average relative values within the defined period are also provided by the Google Trends              
service. We refer to this as the Mean Google Trend Score (MGTS). We also calculate the                
rank for each term, based on the MGTS, referred to as the Google Trend Rank (GTR).                
Figure 7 shows the MGTS for the top 10 ranking terms. 
Figure 6. Google Trend Results for Facet Pair Queries 
 
It is worth noting that Google Trends has an undisclosed minimum threshold for             
search volume, below which results are not returned. Hence, only the facet pair terms              
yielding results above this threshold were obtained. All other results were assigned an             
MGTS of 0 and the lowest possible GTR ranking. 
Figure 7. Top Ranking Google Search Terms (Based on Mean Google Trend Score) 
Rank 
(GTR) 
Search Terms Mean Google Trend 
Score (MGTS) 
1 music and sleep 44.973 
2 mood and music 25.227 
3 exercise and music 23.043 
7 http://www.theweatherchannelmusic.com/ 
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4 sleep and weather 16.259 
5 exercise and sleep 10.884 
6 exercise and weather 9.781 
7 mood and weather 6.335 
8 mood and sleep 2.685 
9 busy and weather 2.385 
10 music and social media 1.908 
In the following section we examine the performance of machine learning           
classifiers, acting as information filters, with all of the previous objective data inputs             
used within the mixed effects model analysis (Correlation Characteristics and Data           
Categories), as well as the additional input measures of Diversity, Coverage, Peculiarity,            
Mean Google Trend Score and Google Trend Rank. 
5.2. Analysis Method  
Weka (version 3.6.13), an open source suite of machine learning algorithms (Frank            
et al.​ , 2005), was used to classify correlations according to their interestingness, using             
the aforementioned objective data. A comparison of correlation filtering performance          
was carried out between seven different supervised learning classifiers: Bayes Net,           
Decision Table, J48, Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and Random Tree, all of which are              
commonly used in recommender systems and predictive classification research (Hall ​et           
al.​ , 2009). We also report results from two different baseline classification approaches.            
The first, Baseline 1, is a naïve algorithm which assumes that every correlation in Exist               
(i.e. with a p-value < 0.2) should be classified as ‘Interesting’ and therefore shown to the                
user. This reflects the approach of the current Exist system. Hence, comparisons against             
Baseline 1 allow us to assess the potential benefits of automated filtering mechanisms in              
comparison to Exist. The second, Baseline 2, addresses the possibility that Exist may be              
inducing an information overload problem by setting its only filtering threshold (based            
on statistical significance) above the standard level of p<0.05. Hence, Baseline 2            
measures the performance of a system that only presents correlations that are statistically             
significant at the p<0.05 level. 
Since our classification algorithms can only predict the value of a categorical            
variable, our Interestingness measure was transformed into a categorical variable by           
assigning Likert values to one of two categories: ‘Uninteresting’ (for correlations that            
should not be shown to the user), and ‘Interesting’ (for correlations that should be shown               
to the user). Values 1 (Strongly Disagree), 2 (Disagree), and 3 (Neither Disagree nor              
Agree) were assigned to the Uninteresting category. Values 4 (Agree) and 5 (Strongly             
Agree) were assigned to the Interesting category. 
We used ‘leave-one-participant-out’ cross-validation to perform all classification.        
This cross-validation approach holds out one participant’s data as a testing set at each of               
20 iterations, training the classifier on the remaining 19 participants’ data. This approach             
simulates the real world task of predicting the interestingness of a new user’s correlations              
from a model based on existing users, and prevents observations from a single             
participant from appearing in both the training and testing folds of the dataset. This is a                
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common performance evaluation method, used in similar classification research (e.g.          
Soleymani et al., 2012). 
5.3. Classifier Results  
The results of the classifier testing for all of the algorithms are shown in Figure 8.                
This includes summary measures of classification performance and a breakdown for           
weighted true positive (recall), false positive, and precision means, across both of the             
Interesting and Uninteresting classes. 
Figure 8. Machine Learning Classifier Performance Measures 
 
Figures 9a and 9b provide bar chart representations of the correct classification             
percentages and the proportion of correlations categorised as Interesting, respectively.          
Baseline measures are shown with grey bars. The best performing baseline level (in             
terms of highest accuracy and lowest number of correlations shown to users) is shown              
with a dashed horizontal line. The best performing classifiers are shown with white bars. 
Figure 9 a) Correctly Classified Correlations b) Correlations Categorised as 
Interesting 
a) b)  
Our baseline results illustrate that the current Exist system has the lowest            
performance in terms of the proportion of correlations that are correctly classified as             
being of interest to the user. Figures 8 and 9a, show 43.5% of all correlations displayed                
by Exist (Baseline 1) were rated as interesting by our participants. Baseline 2, which              
displays only correlations at the p<0.05 level, provides a small improvement in correct             
classifications, with 53.4% being correctly identified as interesting or uninteresting.  
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While filtering on the basis of statistical significance (using the more commonly            
accepted threshold of p<0.05) reduces the likelihood of information overload by           
presenting fewer correlations, the resulting classification accuracy remains close to that           
of a random selection filter, or a system applying no filtering at all. Hence, there is                
significant room for improvement with regards to this approach.  
Figures 8 and 9a show the F-Measure (F1-Score), ROC Area, and the percentage of              
correct classifications for both the Interesting and Uninteresting classes combined. Each           
of these measures gives a general indication of overall classification performance.           
However, in practical terms, only correlations classified as Interesting are actually shown            
to the user. Research has shown that, in many information retrieval settings, users care              
most about performance within the class of results that they actually see (van Rijsbergen,              
1975; Kay, Patel & Kientz, 2015). Hence, the acceptability of accuracy in a retrieval              
setting is often more significantly influenced by ​precision within the results displayed            
(the proportion that users are actually interested in, amongst those shown), than the             
recall (the proportion of ​all interesting correlations within the data that are actually             
displayed) (van Rijsbergen, 1975). Our analysis therefore pays particular attention to           
performance measures within the Interesting class from this point forward. 
Figure 9b shows the proportion of all correlations assigned to the Interesting class             
by each of the ML classifiers. A mean average of 44.6% (​SD​ =4.43%) of correlations are               
classified as Interesting across all classifiers. This means that in practice, applying these             
classifiers in a system such as Exist could reduce the number of correlations shown to the                
user by more than half (55.4%). The Naïve Bayes classifier provides the greatest             
reduction in information to be shown, however all other classifiers provide a similar             
reduction in the quantity of outputs, which are on a par with Baseline 2. For filtering to                 
be beneficial, however, a reduction in quantity must also coincide with an increase in              
quality (classification accuracy).  
Figure 10 shows the performance breakdown for correlations classified as          
Interesting. Figures 11 a,b,c illustrate the true positive rate (recall), precision and false             
positive rate results within the Interesting class, respectively. 
Figure 10. Classifier performance breakdown for ‘Interesting’ class
 
Figure 11. Performance measures for Interesting class  
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a) True Positive Rate / Recall
 
b) Precision
 
c) False Positive Rate
 
d) F-Measure (F1 Score)
 
Our results reveal precision scores of up to 81.3% within the Interesting class, using              
the ML classifiers (​M​ =73.1%, ​SD=4.8%)​ (see Fig. 9b). That is to say, of the correlations               
presented to the user post-classification, 81.3% are actually interesting. The Random           
Tree classifier provides the highest precision value, which represents a 34.4 percentage            
point improvement over the best performing baseline (Baseline 2) and a 37.8 percentage             
point improvement over the current Exist approach (Baseline 1). 
The true positive rate (recall) results (see Fig. 9a) reveal that our filtering             
approaches retrieve up to 72.5% of all interesting correlations within the data, such that              
they are displayed to the user (​M=67.4% SD=4.7% for all classifiers). The Random Tree              
classifier also provides the best performance with respect to true positive rate. Since             
Baseline 1 offers no filtering, it provides a true positive rate of 100%, counteracted by a                
false positive rate also at 100% (see Fig. 9c). Baseline 2 offers the poorest true positive                
rate, retrieving 52.9% of all interesting correlations, whilst also incorrectly retrieving           
46.2% of all uninteresting correlations (false positives). Using our classifiers, as few as             
17.6% (Naive Bayes) of all uninteresting correlations within the data are falsely            
classified as interesting and shown to the user (​M=21.5% ​SD=2.3% for all classifiers), at              
the same time as achieving improved true positive rates. 
The results thus far relate to classifiers that include ​all available objective input data.              
Figure 12 provides results for the best performing classifiers (based on the Interesting             
class F-Measure), when trained and tested with each possible permutation of objective            
data as input, namely Correlation Characteristics (CC), Data Categories (DC),          
Interestingness Measures (IM), and Google Trends (GT). For example, a classifier with            
CC and GT only uses data relating to Correlation Characteristics and Google Trends. 
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Figure 12. Classifier performance with different data input permutations 
 
The results presented in Figure 12 reveal that the classifier performs best with ​all              
data in terms of achieving a high true positive rate, precision and F-score, but that               
reasonable results are obtainable with reduced data input. Notably, Google Trends (GT)            
performs best of the single input classifiers, reducing the number of correlations to             
display to 36.6%, whilst achieving a true positive rate of 61.4%, and outperforming both              
baselines in terms of precision (72.9%) and false positive rate (17.6%). Hence, using             
Google Trends data alone can provide an improvement over conventional filtering           
approaches, such as filtering on the basis of p<0.05, with regards to presenting             
interesting insights. Given the potential for Google Trends data to be obtained for data              
categories beyond those within a particular PI system, we believe that this result offers a               
promising approach that can be generalised across a range of PI systems. It also has the                
potential to scale as the number of possible data inputs to a particular PI system               
increases. Overall, comparisons against our two baselines suggest that any of our            
classifiers, with any combination of the objective data inputs put forth, could provide             
value in terms of increasing the interestingness of correlational information presented to            
the user. 
6. GENERAL DISCUSSION  
In this paper we have reported findings from a study of a multifaceted personal              
informatics system designed for aggregation and analysis of personal data. One of the             
benefits of systems like Exist is that they provide users with a unique opportunity to               
investigate latent relationships between different aspects of their everyday lives. All of            
the participants within our study found some value in using Exist to reflect on their               
behaviour and lifestyle, and were generally positive about the overall system. Several of             
our participants encountered information that they intended to exploit beyond the           
confines of our study. These included attempts to increase productivity by listening to             
music whilst working [P8]; to curb a sedentary lifestyle by seeking new forms of indoor               
exercise [P3]; and reevaluating the management of their daily schedule so as to improve              
their sleep [P13]. Yet our study indicates that comprehension of the relationships            
between diverse personal data may be difficult in practice, and that this is due in part to                 
feelings of information overload that stem from the large number of outputs that can be               
derived from personal data. We have explored the potential to reduce the likelihood of              
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overload by filtering information on the basis of ‘Interestingness’ to the user, given the              
context of exploratory use. 
Our proposed filters were derived from qualitative and quantitative analyses, in           
which we found that interestingness was most strongly associated with correlations that            
were surprising, useful, statistically significant, linked to particular data categories, and           
which provided insights between, rather than within, life facets. We sought objective            
inputs that might capture aspects of surprisingness and utility; for example, because they             
exposed potentially surprising differences and peculiarities between users (i.e. generality,          
diversity, peculiarity), or because they identified particular combinations of facets which           
were often the focus of people’s interest. The value ascribed to each of these features               
may be explained in different ways. Surprisingness and utility make sense given the             
context of exploratory use, in which users may be looking for outcomes that challenge              
their existing beliefs, or which help them to reflect on their behaviour in an unanticipated               
way. The association of statistical significance with interestingness may be because users            
value outputs that they feel confident about using—a strong indication of confidence            
may indicate that the correlation is “ready for use”. Finally, the fact that correlations              
between different life facets were rated as especially interesting speaks directly to claims             
made elsewhere in the personal informatics literature regarding the potential value of            
multifaceted tracking (e.g., Li, Forlizzi & Dey, 2010; Bentley ​et al.​ , 2013; Dingler,             
Sahami & Henze, 2014; Haddadi & Brown, 2014). However, it is worth noting that a               
correlation does not necessarily require all of these attributes to be of interest; for              
example, an outcome may be seen as surprising and useful without necessarily being             
statistically significant. Hence, filtering on the basis of a single criterion, e.g. p-value, is              
unlikely to be as effective as considering multiple criteria.  
One of the main contributions of our study is a demonstration that, despite the              
insights provided by Exist being highly individualised, and interest in these insights also             
varying between individuals, it is possible to develop filtering algorithms which have the             
capability to identify interesting information across a diverse set of users. The present             
study also demonstrates that such filtering can be done to a reasonable degree of              
accuracy. One of the practical benefits of our approach is that the mechanisms driving              
these filtering algorithms require no explicit input from users in order to function. Since              
our proposed filters leverage objective, machine interpretable data that is either already            
present within the personal informatics system (e.g. statistical significance) or which is            
easily accessible through interaction with external services (e.g. Google Trends), it will            
be possible for designers of personal informatics systems to make use of these algorithms              
without the labour-intensive task of collecting data from users. The objective data that             
we identified is not specifically tied to Exist, and hence it is likely that our findings could                 
be applied to similar PI systems, and scaled-up as the number of inputs expands.  
While the accuracy of our classifiers is not perfect, we see our work as a positive                
step towards the algorithmic curation of PI system outputs, which we believe will             
mitigate the likelihood of information overload and improve the overall experience of            
exploratory use. As a practical example of this, use of the filters we have proposed, for                
the average participant in our study, would result in a reduction from approximately 62              
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correlations to 27, with many of these 27 (~81%) likely to be amongst the most               
“interesting”. 
An interesting finding from our study relates to the extent to which Exist revealed              
information that was already known by its users. Approximately half (46.7%) of the             
correlational information provided by the system was predicted by participants ahead of            
the study. The rest either provided information that refuted earlier predictions (37.8%),            
or that provided new information which the participant had been unable to make a              
prediction about (16.5%). There is likely to be an expectation from users that information              
provided by systems is informative, contributing to their knowledge in a significant way.             
However, not all known information was considered uninteresting. Users found value in            
both known and unknown information, either for corroborating or extending their           
existing self-knowledge, respectively (cf. Choe et al., 2015). In light of this finding,             
filtering on the basis of user interest, rather than on existing user knowledge, appears to               
be justified. Furthermore, we have shown that predicting interest is feasible with minimal             
explicit input from users, the same of which cannot currently be said for predicting              
existing user knowledge. 
6.1. The growing need for filters 
We believe that the need for filtering becomes ever more pressing as designers of              
PI systems seek to expand the facilities they provide for tracking data. For instance, after               
our study was completed, Exist introduced the ability to track data about ​Food, Drink​ ,              
Finance​ , ​Health​ , ​Relaxation and ​Environment​ . Additional attributes relating to existing          
facets have also been added: the ​Physical Activity category has been augmented with             
cycling distance and time​; ​Productivity now includes measures of individual application           
usage, emails written, and software commits made;​ and artist-specific listening counts           
have been added to ​Music​ . The additions of application- and artist-specific data in             
particular means that Exist now has the ability to detect increasingly nuanced            
correlations, such as “you have a better mood when you listen to Red Hot Chili Peppers”,                
or “you spend more time on Facebook when you have fewer events”. Whilst these              
additions have the potential to reveal more fine-grained correlational information, they           
are also likely to exacerbate information overload problems by vastly increasing the            
volume of information produced by the system, particularly for users who listen to many              
different artists and use many different software applications. We believe that, as the             
number of possible inputs to personal informatics systems increases, designers will           
require an ability to understand which information users are most interested in seeing,             
and will need access to mechanisms that can support the filtering of this information              
accordingly. Filters like those we have proposed will give designers an immediate and             
practical outlet for addressing these needs. 
6.2. Filtering trade-offs 
It is important to note that information filters give rise to trade-offs when deciding              
what to present to users. Delivering results that are of ‘known’ interest to the user may                
come at the expense of serendipitous discoveries, and may discourage manual           
exploration of correlations for which the value provided to the user may be less              
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immediate. Although our results show that statistically significant correlations were          
generally deemed more interesting, filtering on the basis of p-value alone was not             
enough to effectively isolate interesting correlations. Comments made by our participants           
at interview provided evidence of cases in which more ‘spurious’ correlations were            
interesting. For example, when viewing a correlation between weather and productivity           
with p=0.09 (“you are more productive on days when it is windy”) a participant told us:                
“​That’s fascinating. Seems a bit odd though. I’d like to collect more data to see if the                 
correlation stays the same​ ” [P9]. Thus, by increasing the selectivity over information to             
show to the user, it is possible that a system may lose some positive characteristics,               
including those which motivate users to engage in additional data collection and make             
further use of the system through exposure to new information (Pariser, 2011). However,             
if spurious correlations are to be presented to the user, we advise that statistical              
confidence is communicated clearly so that users are nudged towards monitoring, rather            
than trusting, the emerging relationship.  
Filtering is also known to raise concerns about which of the involved parties should              
have the power to control the display of personal data. For example, one study of               
Facebook showed that users reacted negatively upon discovering that the automated           
filtering of newsfeeds resulted in some ‘Friends’ disappearing altogether from the           
content that they could see (Pegoraro, 2011). It is possible that similar concerns might be               
raised with respect to the mechanisms that we have explored within this paper. One              
implication, therefore, is that the ability to algorithmically curate outputs in PI systems             
should not necessarily eliminate the option of viewing all results without filtering            
applied. In future designs that build on our work, we envisage a two-tier solution in               
which filtered content is shown to the user at the point of entry to the system, supporting                 
a glanceable view of the most interesting content. Then, the system could contain a              
second “repository” layer in which all of the user’s correlations are available for             
analysis. A final consideration for designers should be to make the presence of filtering              
transparent, because user experience problems with algorithmic filtering and curation          
often stem from inaccurate beliefs about these automated system processes (Rader &            
Gray, 2015). Since systems like Exist act on data that is inherently “personal”, i.e. it is                
both about the user and belongs to them, users may experience discomfort at the thought               
of any tampering with their view of data, making the need for explanations of              
algorithmic filtering to be particularly important. In our study we noticed that some             
participants paid attention to which correlations were missing from the output and            
inferred some meaning about the relationships between life facets, based on their            
absence. Therefore we advise that the use of algorithmic information filtering should be             
made explicit and the criteria on which filtering is performed made transparent, such that              
users can consider other possible reasons for the absence of certain correlations. Again,             
designers may wish to include an option to disable filtering, should users wish to explore               
the data in full. 
6.3. Further improvements to filtering mechanisms 
Our classifiers operate on objective data inputs that circumvent the need for            
subjective data from users. Thus, we sought to avoid information overload without            
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requiring additional user effort. We were able to identify ​Interestingness measures and            
Google Trends data which provided reasonable proxies for certain qualities associated           
with interesting correlations. Future work looking to provide further improvements to the            
filtering mechanisms proposed within this paper could focus on identifying additional           
sources of objective data, which might reflect further qualities described in Section 4.3.             
For example, web browsing history data (Teevan, Dumais & Horvitz, 2005), app usage             
patterns (Jones et al., 2015), and social media interactions (Kosinski, Stillwell, &            
Graepel, 2013) could be used to infer a user’s specific life interests. 
Our filtering approach demonstrates the potential to support users in dealing with            
information overload, despite the highly individual nature of correlation outcomes. This           
was previously reported by Bentley et al. (2013) and is further corroborated by the              
results of our study. However, several participants commented that they expected           
definitions of ‘interesting’ to also differ between individuals to some extent: ​“I think             
each person will have a different answer about what's interesting for them.” [P2],             
“Somebody might say I'm interested in productivity, whereas somebody else says I'm            
interested in steps.” [P6]​ . While our general model of users’ interest fits our data for the                
participants included in our study, improvements in the performance of the filtering            
mechanisms may be achievable by offering a greater degree of individual control, for             
example by permitting individual users to select certain criteria to be included or             
excluded from the filtering process. 
The classifier we have proposed was trained on subjective interestingness ratings           
from a diverse set of users, but it is also possible that a unique classifier could be shaped                  
for each individual user, learning through a feedback loop in which users ‘tag’ the types               
of correlations that they find particularly interesting. A system could then show the user              
more of the correlations that they like, based on the data they have provided.              
Alternatively, this filtering might be collaborative, using algorithms such as those           
outlined by ​Herlocker, Konstan, Borchers & Riedl (1999), to profile and group users             
based on their similarity. Unique classifiers could then be trained for each group, with              
information indicating the nature of interesting correlations being pooled amongst its           
members. 
Although the development of our automated filtering approach is primarily          
motivated by the problem of information overload, we believe that the application of             
filtering mechanisms may also be relevant in situations where overload is not necessarily             
a problem. For example, they could be used for prioritisation even within manageable             
quantities of information. We note that the Mobile Health Mashups system (Tollmar ​et             
al.​ , 2012) provided a daily feed of new correlational information for its users, together              
with notifications when new correlations were uncovered, delivering insights in a more            
easily digestible form. Prioritising these notifications may be beneficial, and could help            
to avoid interrupting a user when information is less likely to be interesting. We expect               
that such an approach may contribute to longevity in use and engagement with a PI               
system, since the value provided may be consistently higher. Furthermore, while a single             
service may not provide enough information to overwhelm its users, many services            
naturally compete against other information sources for users’ attention. Filtering within           
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each of these services may help to alleviate a more general load that results from               
interaction with multiple services. 
It is because of the transformative potential of personal informatics systems that            
there is an increasing emphasis on their use in health and wellbeing contexts. We              
consider the prevention of information overload to be especially important in such            
contexts, since problems in dealing with the insights provided might undermine the            
significant benefits that a system can provide. In particular, the negative impact of             
information overload on the sensemaking process, which is consonant with the so-called            
‘analysis paralysis’ that one of our study participants described, raises significant           
concerns in a context where inappropriate decisions and incorrect courses of action could             
cause physical or mental harm (Barton, 2012). Whilst we have shown that automated             
filtering is possible, we believe there may be significant risks associated with a             
dependence on information filtering in these contexts. Our approach to filtering is            
founded on users’ desire to see ‘interesting’ insights. However, “interesting” and           
“important” are not always interchangeable. It is likely that health and wellbeing            
situations necessitate the display of information which users ​should​ or must​ see for their              
own benefit, as opposed to only information that they ​want​ to see. In contexts where               
certain information is critical—for example, where a correlation indicates that something           
is having an adverse effect on health—alternative filtering criteria are likely to be             
required. A system in this context might additionally incorporate expert knowledge (e.g.            
from clinicians and health professionals) as part of the filtering process in order to flag               
correlations that, if present, should categorically not be ignored.  
6.4. Limitations 
One possible limitation of our study is that we required participants to view all of               
their correlations in a single session. This is intended to represent the experience of              
encountering a body of personal data for the first time, yet it may not reflect the way in                  
which users generally interact with PI systems. At the time of writing, Exist employs a               
menu system to subdivide outputs by data category (i.e. one page per category). In              
practice, users may take a more episodic approach to viewing the information provided,             
accessing the system multiple times and viewing fewer correlations within each session.            
However, this does not necessarily dispel the problem of overload because users are still              
faced with the task of interpreting their data and determining what is interesting.             
Therefore, we argue that a filtering mechanism would be useful for increasing the             
efficiency of these shorter sessions by guiding exploration to insights that are more likely              
to be of interest, increasing the value derived from each session and motivating the user               
to return to the system.  
A further limitation relates to the p<0.2 filter that Exist applied to all of the data we                 
were able to obtain. It is possible that some interesting (but not statistically significant)              
relationships were filtered out by this threshold and were, as a result, not examined in our                
qualitative or quantitative studies, or used to train or test the classifiers. 
Ongoing use of a system such as Exist raises several questions that have not been               
addressed by our study. Our filtering mechanisms were founded upon the identification            
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of factors that affected users’ initial impressions of the correlations they were shown. It              
is possible that users’ assessments of the correlations may have been influenced by their              
overall experiences with tracking technologies during the study. Furthermore, it is likely            
that the Interestingness of a correlation exhibits a temporal component, or decay factor.             
That is to say, what may be considered interesting now may not necessarily be              
interesting at a later time. This seems particularly likely when Interestingness is assessed             
predominantly in terms of ability to surprise. We speculate that users of Exist may not be                
equally surprised by the same information when re-encountering it in a subsequent            
interaction with the system. Hence, filtering algorithms may wish to account for users’             
continuing use of the system, perhaps by downgrading correlations that have already            
been seen, and prioritising new correlations that are classified as interesting by the             
system. In a similar vein, there is a need to recognise that user interests may become                
increasingly “personal” as they develop specific tracking goals. The use of a filter might              
therefore need to be adjusted to accommodate a transition from exploratory to esoteric             
use. Future work should delve deeper into the issues associated with filtering in practice,              
by examining them in the hands of users in realistic settings. O​bserving user interactions              
with a multifaceted personal informatics system may also provide more reliable data on             
users’ interest in correlational informat​ion, by capturing actual interactions and views of            
the information, rather than by obtaining self-reported estimates of their interest from            
questionnaires. 
Finally, we found that multifaceted correlations are often more interesting than           
unifaceted correlations. However, this may be limited by the data collected in our study.              
We are able to think of cases in which unifaceted correlations might produce interesting              
insights, e.g. subjective rating of sleep quality versus that recorded by a sensor,             
particularly if such an insight counters intuitive beliefs. This should motivate future work             
which looks more closely at specific aspects of a user’s life, and the surprising insights               
that might be drawn from a wider range of data sources. 
7. CONCLUSION  
This paper builds on previous work which has indicated the prospective value of,             
and desire for, multifaceted personal informatics systems that uncover latent associations           
between different life facets, but which has not explored the challenge of dealing with              
information overload in this context. The contributions of this paper include new insights             
into problems of information overload in personal informatics systems, and an           
understanding of the value that multifaceted systems provide; including what constitutes           
interesting information, given the context of exploratory use. We have used this            
understanding to design filtering mechanisms that algorithmically curate information         
outputs that are of interest to users, whilst simultaneously alleviating information           
overload. We believe that these contributions have the potential to support the uptake of              
PI systems in the real world.  
Although filtering is a common mechanism for dealing with information overload in            
many contexts, o​ther approaches, such as training users to interpret data more            
effectively, or presenting information in alternative forms, such that it is easier to digest,              
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could be explored in future work, and assessed in terms of their ability to reduce               
information overload and support sensemaking of personal data. 
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